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Banquet Day
Actors: do not read yellow highlighted text.
Narrative style:
News casters, youtubers, livestreamers, radio show
hosts, all showing clips from one another’s broadcasts.
Some are radio announcements, some TV clips,
others YouTube clips and snippets from podcasts.
Stage directions read by
CAST
Narrator
@dragonate / (understudy) @erickstow
ANONYMOUS
@SpacedPainter
GENERAL
@CD | Vagobond / (understudy) @jimhapax
POLICE CHIEF
@ezincrypto.eth/ (understudy) @niche
YOUTUBE NEWS BROADCASTER 1
@EpicDylan
YOUTUBE NEWS BROADCASTER 2
@Indefatigable.eth / (understudy) @jimhapax

LEAD ARTIST (AERO)
@erickstow.eth
USMI Lead Influencer
@twitchitt
USMI Panderer
@erickstow
WPM Representative 1
@DiscordLord.eth – please read as regally as possible
(understudy @erickstow)
WPM Representative 2
@Niche – please read as regally as possible
DAN DENNON
@erickstow
SANDY SINIC
@twitchitt
DOCUMENTARY STYLE INTERVIEWER
@jimhapax / understudy (@Maiworld)
COMMERCIAL/CLICKBAIT
@CD\Vagobond
VICE NEWSCASTER 1
@maiworld
NEW STYLE BROADCASTER

@MaiWorld
LIVESTREAMER
@jimhapax / (understudy)
PASSERBY
@discordlord.eth
SHOUTING PROTESTOR
@andyborewall
CHURCH OF CIPHER
@ezincrypto.eth / @epicdylan
Narrrator:
“Disclaimer: The following prophecy is a work of
fiction. [pause] It’s audience is invited to treat it as
such. [pause] I am saying this to cover my ass. [pause]
In all seriousness, once this is spoken, it cannot be
unspoken. ”
POST “APPLAUSE” in chat (or type in chat)
YT: (pomp & circumstance plays)
(narrator) PART 0. ANONYMOUS INTRODUCTION
ANONYMOUS: “Greetings all people. I am
ANONYMOUS. The time has come to put our

communities on the faces of our dollars, to shift the
power back to the citizens of the world, to eliminate
royalty, bring peace and justice to those third world
countries we have been demoralizing for centuries,
and all those dragged through the industrial revolution.
Now is the era of technology: each and every one of
us working for our shared planet, for one another, and
for our best possible future. Now is the nightmare of
discontent we must endure to make a better future for
our children, their children and generations to come.
No longer will the weak control the strong through
manipulation, but the strongest will empower the
weakest through coordinated efforts, mutual respect,
and a joint vision. We, the children of silicon,
generation x-y-z, have come of age, and we have not
come for power; no. We [pause] have come to
reformat.”
(narrator) PART 1. ORDER 420
A police chief and general are in a small, dark green,
government-looking office poorly lit with no outside
light. A single lightbulb shines from above, casting an
ugly shadow.
(If this were a film, we’d be seeing GENERAL from
perspective of POLICE CHIEF)
GENERAL: What happened to you. Who hurt you?
Why are you doing this?

POLICE CHIEF: [as a sweating, disheveled police
officer possessed by a billion human souls] Telepathy.
[slight pause] It’s real. And it’s always, nh, always
happening. I can feel their pain and shame. They have
[emphasis] possessed my forces with [pause] their
hate and-and [emphasis] anger and loathing and
cyclical poisonous behavior … over and over and over
… for what? a lottery ticket!?
GENERAL: A sliver of paper, [said as if confronting the
audience]a whiff of painted illusion.
GENERAL (to POLICE CHIEF): “You were a lowly
chief of police before I elected you as my one
confidante, now you represent all united police fronts
against the IN-justice system we have created and
served with such [with inner-conflict].. obligation.
POLICE CHIEF: [soberly] An idea has come of age.
It’s time to execute Order 420. As soon as I press this
send button, [say this next part quickly, smoothly] our
elite secret group of black-and-white hat programmers
will hack all military and industrial computers around
the world, releasing our unique virus, OVID, thus
destabilizing the military industrial complex from
[emph.] within their own servers, leaving the rich
mostly defenseless. [pause] And, with only that
minority of wealth-blinded, [emphasis] mutant-looking
police officers to stand aside them, those [angrily]
DOGS loyally panting for a meal, [soberly] well, their
defenses won’t mean much against seven [emphasis
like we got ‘em] billion [end emph.] humans.”

GENERAL: “Execute it, and your men and women of,
[pangs of conflict create nervous sounds] heh-heh,
‘disenforcement’-[pause]
have they the heart for what atrocities lay on Earth’s
horizon? Blood will flow heavier than the oil we’ve
been killing each other over. It will be chaos”
(click sound)
POLICE CHIEF: [somber and slowly–you’re about to
send millions to die] “The best of my force, those who
stand for truth [slow] and justice to all mankind, and
not only the few, [pause] have pledged their undying
allegiance to ANONYMOUS’s proposal of a [slower]
future-reaching, new, wealth distribution format. All farleaning radicals and [emph] rats we’ve found within
our units have been sorted and disposed of.”
(narrator) PART 2. GUILTGATE
YOUTUBE NEW BROADCASTER 1: “[Scared] Unless
you’ve been living in a cave for the past 24 hours,
you’ve noticed the amount of civil unrest boiling up
[pause], globally, well–everybody–[slight pause] the
police and military and, like, all the people!!
[serious, scared]Today, I am streaming this from a
bunker in a far corner of my property.

[melancholy, disappointed] We’re, uh, running on a
generator, streaming some satellite internet. I’m so
grateful I’m not alone. I’m so thankful you’re here with
me today.”
YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 2: “Yeah, Gary, what a
[slight pause] turn of events.
I’m here with mom and dad and my little sister. [slight
pause]
Sorry for the noise; our dog just had puppies. [slight
pause]
We’re also off-grid, running on solar for now, [pause,
fearfully] but when that sun goes down I might lose ya,
partner.
Man, I’m super worried, [pause] that my internet is
going to blink out at any moment with all of these
explosions I keep hearing. [nervously laughing]
Those… those rich folks, thwy’ew uh, they’re putting
up one hell of a fight.”
[an explosion is heard distantly]
YOUTUBE NEWS BROADCASTER 1: “[Like Dylan]
Yeah. They’re fighting because obviously they don’t
want to come to the banquet, Vee. [matter-of-factly]
They’re what’s on the menu! Nobody ever wakes up
wanting to be a cannibal, but apparently humans have
[emph.] always seen Banquet Day as [slight pause]
the exception. Yeah, (lot)-lots of fires following that
[emphasis] unprecedented, [emph.] ruthlessly
coordinated computer attack led by [as if remembering

the dead] so many brave programmers. Major
weapons manufacturers and industrial parks are
currently being attacked by [epically, like Dylan]
barrages of militant civilians wielding, like, homemade
explosives, rudimentary weapons.
Uh, Let’s just say the first wave didn’t go well for our
team.
It’s like we're living through a video game right now.
I’m just, I’m just totally flabbergasted.
It’s [pause] mayhem”
YOUTUBE NEW BROADCASTER 2: “@ Ton 6-1-8
says [reading screen] this attack was initially led by a
coup of police and military colluders who had [as if
squinting at the screen] secretly amassed numbers in
a global front? against further military-industrial fueled
economic chaos. [no longer reading screen] Striking
[somberly] turn of events.”
YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 1: “Yeah! And it was
because they felt guilty! [quick pause, emph.] Guilty for
what they’d been doing to their fellow man, guilty for
demoralizing us, guilty for needlessing killing and
torturing millions for [so conflicted, emph.] luxuries
coating a [slight emph.] ah meaningless life they hate;
[quick pause] GuiltGate they called it on Twitter, right?
YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 2: “[reading screen]
Looks like GuiltGate is still trending.

Yeah… it was only the beginning of a long, drawn out
offensive [sarcastic pause] against our world’s socalled leaders [no longer reading screen]. Yeup, pretty
much, @ Ton-6-1-8.”
YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 1: “Man, good luck to
those who are out there fighting tooth-and-nail for like,
true, like, real justice and equality. [slight pause]
Yo, Check out this song I made to vibrationally send
power, stamina, and tummo strength-breaths to our
[warmly] fellow fighting humans.”
YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 2: “Oh, man that’s so
good.
[slowly, as if reflectling on a good song] Musically,
those hypnotic vibes and magnetic vibrations suhsuggest such an awesomely unified superintelligent
mass of interconnected experiences. [slight pause]
By the way, have you heard of this new thing; the
[slowly, kind of sardonically] united front of social
media influencers? USMI?
Man, I used to think social media influencers were,
like, brainless twit shit, but… wait, here, lemme show
you, [ever so slight pause] check out this clip:”
(narrator) PART 3. USMI

USMI Lead Influencer [you’re a vapid, shallow,
commercially-loveable but on the right side of history]
“Globally we have totally created and funded our [up
inflection] new project ‘no more new war stuff’!
It’s, like, a campaign which launched this morning by
uprising [pat-on-the pack ‘aw’ s/o to self] United Social
Media Influencers. [emph.] WE are sending these
funds in crypto and FIAT to a ton of people suffering as
a result of Order 420 and stuff. [mouth chk] Love you!
Stay strong!”
USMI Panderer: [a dumb, vapid, fake] “Oooor ‘USMI’
as we [inappropriate emph.] like to call ourselves.
Yeah, totally girl. Like, you’re, like, soooo good at stuff
like that.
I’m so super jelly.
Yo, what’s up with GuiltGate?”
USMI Lead Influencer: “Yeah, it’s about time cops
grew a conscience or whatever.”
[USMI Lead Influencer & USMI Panderer AD LIB a
ridiculously superficial conversation for a short time.]
USMI Lead Influencer: Did you see the new Euphoria
from Sephora?
USMI Panderer: Yeah girl, it’s sapphire. It’s so fire.
(giggle)
USMI Lead Influencer: So freaking fire.
USMI Panderer: Yah.

(AD LIB rubric: GUILTGATE & ORDER 420)] Make it
vapid and stupid and not at all connected to the
subject.)
USMI Lead Influencer: [fake-concerned] “Check out
this YouTube video of the hundreds of millions of
people dying as they attack [beginning to read screen]
monarch castles, palaces, [CAP-TIT-TULLS] captitals
[yes, captitals], and homes of super wealthy people.”
USMI Panderer: “OMG those poor rich people.”
USMI Lead Influencer: “Aw.”
(narrator) PART 4. GLOBAL CITIZEN DEATH MARCH
YOUTUBE NEWS BROADCASTER 1: [suprised]
“Whoa! Civilian deaths are climbing! [emph.] Hundreds
of millions as waves of people lead [excited] the
revolt! to free themselves from post-monarch captivity
[shifting into a more advertising voice] using
homemade weapons, like these spiked bat we’ve
made, shoutout @CutYou3000, tutorial link below,
[pause] and these hand carved bows and arrows by
@IWANTMYWORLDBACK, [in a last-but-not-least sort
of way] and, of course, knives by the over three…
hundred thousand artists we, unfortunately could not
list in this video’s description.”

YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 2: “[clearly eating a piece
of pizza] Wow. What’s really interesting about this turn
of events is how pizza is being [curiously] freely
distributed, worldwide, and pizzerias have like,
become, like, hubs for civilian uprisings. Check out this
picture: [kinda slow, emph miles] miles and miles and
miles of civilian blockades are protecting everyday
citizens against civic and nationally aligned police and
military. These standoffs appear to be in vast radiuses
of, of all places, pizzerias. Crazy! Molto bené!”
YOUTUBE BROADCASTER 1: “Oh man! I’ve just
received a mass text that trillions of dollars in cash and
gold bullion have just been liberated from several
international banks and are [reading text message,
smiling] becoming available for public redistribution.”

YT BC 2: “Whoa, this is happening in our lifetimes.
YT BC 1: “Epic.”
(narrator) PART 5. NEWS
DAN DENNON: This is WolfNews News. News for
[emph.] elderly, upper middle class people who are, at
their core, obsessed with themselves and lack
empathy. I’m Dan Dennon.
[as if turning to the screen]

Ugly and poorly dressed protestors capitalizing on
GuiltGate are raiding innocent people’s cash reserves,
burning down banks and historically preserved antique
mansions, ahem, homes. It appears as if some of
them are wearing socks with sandals and white
[confounded] after Labor Day. Just despicable.
Sandy Sinic is on location.
SANDY SINIC: Thank you, Dan. I’m on the scene here
in—[touch mic, like it’s being wrestled away from you]
SHOUTING PROTESTORS: Those rich bastards can’t
handle that our money is worth just as much as theirs
now!
(narrator) PART 6. AFRICA & ART (MONTHS LATER)
ANONYMOUS: Our united front of humans tirelessly
fought for a better future. We, together, have toppled
the military-industrial complex, reclaiming a chaotic
economy, restoring balance from what was a long,
dark age into a new epoch of enlightenment. A
moment of silence for those fallen people who died in
this battle, and all of the wealthy aristocrats who were
eaten on Banquet Day. May we remember Banquet
Day, April the 20th, for all time, as a reminder of our
similarities. May it usher in a new springtime for all.

narrator: An artist is being interviewed
DOCUMENTARY STYLE INTERVIEWER: So, so,
Aero, tell me about your doctoral thesis.
AERO (ARTIST)): “Uh, Faceless currency came along
first in Web3 [slowly] as social currency. With
PageDAO, it just–it started to make sense. We’re
trading a page in someone elses book for a page in
ours. Pages represent people’s time and energy, and
people all [emph.] having a heart, and a central
nervous system, and can feel pain, and stuff.
We had experimented with different kinds of, um,
physical currency after diefied-slash-royalty currency
died. [pause] But, after awhile, people just kind of left a
piece of paper with a QR code on it at physical
registers, [pause] then it was any kind of weird object
(with a scannable code) as payment. It’s like
everything [pause] became free. Soon, it was the
smallest thing we could find to put a scannable code
on. Ah-An IOU for someone else who is [pause]
exactly similar in every way. [long pause] Then there
was no trash. It was crazy. I-I mean, after Banquet
Day… after when most people [slow] ate a few follks.
Waste? Gone. like-Like that. I mean, after Order 420/
GuiltGate and Free Pizza Day… and, [mouth inhale]
you know, the Banquet and everything.

Yeah, faces on currency was legally banned after it
was widely understood to, scientifically, be a threat to
our species survival. [pause] Everyone loves the new
PageDAO & art collective currencies printing off at
literally, infinite printers [quick pause] now. Print as
much as you like. Scanning works, duh. Wow.”
DOCUMENTARY STYLE INTERVIEWER: “Mhm.”
AERO (ARTIST): “Yeah, RE-imagining pictorially what
each currency entails to each industry dimensionally
atop its quantitative valuation unit has such power to
align so many facts, [pause] so accurately, so
precisely. Now we can estimate a unit of currency
without some gaudy façade! Currency with royals
pictured on it is highly illegal now. [pause] Ego is out of
the equation. [pause] And, global impact? [deep,
satisfied breath] What a rational collective mandate,
hey? I say, …it had to be done like this.”
DOCUMENTARY STYLE INTERVIEWER: [shifting
topics] “Tell us a little bit about the Heart of the Planet.”
AERO (ARTIST): “Well, since the world has been
collectively shitting on Africa for, just, way too long, wewe thought we’d put it here, The Heart of the Planet,
here, in Omo Kibish where the first human was found.
AND, especially here because Africa is, I mean,
[pause] after the whole 420/Guiltgate/Banquet Day
situation, [pause] quickly becoming one of the fastest
growing economies in the world.”

DOCUMENTARY STYLE INTERVIEWER: “And the
statue itself?”
AERO (ARTIST): “So, here, we melted literally
hundreds of thousands of military and police firearms:
[as if listing on fingers] tanks, heavy artillery, comms
systems, whatever machines were designed
specifically for human-killing–most hunters got to keep
their guns--into a solid, [emphasis] 42-story tall human
heart. [slight pause] This project has proven to be the
most successful and largest art show of all time–AND
the first of its type to simulcast in the world record of
metaverses–simultaneously–with more in attendance
here than any event in history. Everyone’s here! It’s
like [breath] Woodstock times ten million. Hey, I just
saw M.I.A. over there! And RAC is playing a set right
after her. [sigh] Unfortunately, I heard the Rolling
Stones got caught up at the Banquet so they couldn’t
make it out. This is larger than life, unlike any music
festival… or rally… any walk… or really any protest
[matter-of-factly] ever. We’re free! Everyone is now so
much more free to [emphasis] feel great joy! [smiling]
Come out and celebrate with us!”
YT BC 1: “You heard it here! Catch one of those free
airplane rides or complimentary cruise ships now
taxiing anyone, anywhere on Earth to the cradle of
civilization to celebrate humanity in our [emphasis]
largest success against ourselves [smoothly] in human
history. No passports required.

YT BC 2: “Gary, we. beat. greed. That’s outrageous,
man! [slight pause] But, really, what do you think about
the mass looting of luxury goods, though?”
YT BC 1: “Much of that twice-stolen swag has been
put on display in the mansions, palaces, jails the
people reclaimed and turned into either [like this
happens everyday] museums or community centers.
[pause, somberly] It’s still nice to preserve some of our
history [as if reflecting, seriously] so we can know
where we came from. [matter of factly] Plenty of swag
to go around now nowadays anyway.”
YT BC 2: “I heard the Rap Diocese in New Vatica have
a [emphasis] dope [end emph.] preservation system.”
PART 7. World Peace Machine New World Order
Summit (MONTHS LATER)
WPM REPRESENTATIVE 1: [read slowly,
honourifically, and slightly regally] “As governments of
Canada, US, Australia, UK and China join the great
reformat, we elevate [emphasis] above all of Earth’s
denizens [emph.] its aboriginal residents as our
planet’s most elegant display of reality. As Earth’s sons
and daughters reclaim funds and redistribute Gaia’s
[emph.] infinite possibilities to one another [slight
pause] we usher in a new age of prosperity.”

[EVERYONE CLAPS]
WPM REP 1: “A commercial ban on the manufacturing
of [emph.] any new firearms, the first decree set in
place by World Peace Machine—our rotating, global
civilian council of representatives–has lead to the
largest [said as if to rouse the crowd] decrease in
murder the world has ever seen.
[EVERYONE CLAPS]
Israel and Palestine have been forced into
compromise and, for the first time in hundreds of
years, are seeing a [slowly] new dawn approaching.”

[EVERYONE CLAPS]
WPM REP1: “Without weapons to reach them, feuding
and warring neighbors can no longer fuel their chaos!
[small pause] As we live in a world of polarities, we
have seen only chaos until now so we can know peace
henceforth… and forevermore!”
[EVERYONE CLAPS]
WPM REP 1: “As we are all allowed to speak in turns
on this 24 hour, 7-day-per week global summit floor, I

am proud to introduce to our guest speaker, WORLD
PEACE MACHINE, to translucently translate to you, to
us, all people, emerging truth on our reformatted
global economic sectors:”
[EVERYONE CLAPS]
WPM REPRESENTATIVE 2: [read slowly,
honourifically, and slightly monotone]“Thank you,
World Peace Machine. Thank you, people of Earth.”

[EVERYONE CLAPS]
WPM REP 2: “Capitalism and communism have been
forced to compromise, [pause] to find adequate
middleground, until one consensus has been reached:
a moderation of leniency, nurturing, and remand.
[slight pause] We must continue to pursue a balance
between our individual feelings and the [slowly] best
interests of our neighbors [slight pause] and global
collective.”
[EVERYONE CLAPS]
WPM REP 2: “I understand Habitat for Humanity has
boasted record exactness this year of .00000000—
[breath]—00000001% shy of specific net balance. Let
us celebrate no more taxes as we grasp ideals within
precise equilibrium balance–each and every one of us!

[EVERYONE CLAPS]
COMMERCIAL CLICKBAIT: “Yo, check out these
mansions, palaces, and super-mansions that have
become shelters, hospitals, community centers,
outreach, halfway houses, pizzarias, and more!”
NEWS STYLE BROADCASTER: “...With 80% of
nonviolent prisoners liberated worldwide reentering the
general population these various intermediary
programs allow them to live life in luxurious
accommodations, such as this one, while adjusting to
our new global normal. This is Able’s private chef and
brother.”
PASSERBY [Interview style]: ‘Jails becoming libraries
and museums and weird art shows is probably one of
the coolest developments to come out of this, sort of,
like, distancing ourselves from past ideologies
presenting slavery and subjugation as an option, you
know, kind of, like, symbols driving us toward higher
standards of mental health treatment.”
NEWS STYLE BROADCASTER: [smartly, like a british
style accent] habitat for humanity grows into the
largest corporation on the planet reporting record
profits of $1.80 (one dollar, eighty cents) FIAT
(adjusted for deflation).

YT BC 1: “Did you hear about pretty much all banks
becoming pizzerias?
YT BC 2: “Yeah, it’s like the social currency revolution
reinvigorated our economy when token A-T-Ms
showed up in virtually every place humans inhabit.
YT BC 1: “Yeah! Cell phones rule! Pizza is, like, free.
Kind of. Mostly.”
LIVESTREAMER: “Check out the pandamonium this
one currency per sector rule is causing. Pizza is free
for pretty much anyone with a pizza coin. But, I heard
that the pizza party leader has been colluding with the
taco boss, though, challenging him to a game of Mortal
Kombat 2 over first dibs at this year's tomato harvest.
FRIENDSHIP!”
PART 9. DENOUMENT
GENERAL: Well, chief, Tech progress has become
mostly stagnant since miniaturized cold fusion. And
people are spending more and more of their free time
in those cozy new A-R metaverse suits. Apparently
ritually eating the flesh of anyone associated with a
dynasty under financial structures predating or
coinciding with Web2 really proved to be ‘the great
equalizer,’ hey? All I got was this lousy eyepatch.

POLICE CHIEF: Our helicopters were repossessed
and are currently being used as air taxis for
emergencies only, everywhere! They’re pretty much
the new ambulances. Also city tours, sometimes.
That’s still a thing. [pause] Do you ever miss your gun,
General?”
GENERAL: “Not a damn day, chief. Not a damn day.”
PART 10. OUTRO
ANONYMOUS: “I came out of the shadows around the
time Wall Street Park was built; it felt right. (hahaha!)
NEWS BROADCASTER: “Hug clinics like this one are
popping up everywhere since the fall of old money.”
RAP OFFICIATE: “Word. Worshiping outside science
is looked at as something only very old or very sick
people do; most of us enjoy Sunday mornings by
beatboxing, rapping, and dancing while we praise our
magnetic ocean of music. (does some beat boxing
outro).
LIVESTREAMER: Check out Europe’s wealth
redistribution initiative! This man received five
Bentley’s by a five word request! Proposal lengths
must be less than one page, more than five words.
That’s nuts!

ALL: Currency means community!
35 mins

About the author: Erick Stow is a visionary artist, writer,
illustrator, actor, musician, fashion designer, and entrepreneur. To
nd out more about him please visit www.erickstow.com or
contact magnaraymedia@gmail.co
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YT BROADCASTER 1: “I am especially enjoying the
free pizza. 1, 2, 3…”

